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Abstract
A new non-diffusive rnechanism of charged particles acceleration is

considered. The latter is conditioned by the wave-particle interaction in the
resonance of second order that cowesponds to the nonlineqr oscillator excitation
by an externalforce. The calculations show that a leap ofthe acceleratingparticle
can be observed in the process of the resonance interaction, from one potential
well to another that moves with a greater velocity. A sequence of such leaps
through out the separatrix leads to particles acceleration with multiple increasing
of their kinetic energ/. The mechanism of charged particles acceleration under
consideration is realizing when the conditions are fuffilled as follows. For the
charge that has been captured in the potential well of the wave package n-th
harmonics with a frequency an, wave vector Kn and amplitude En, a resonance

of the second order with (n+I)+h harmonics should be fulfilled. The harmonics
phase velocity @n I K, ,s to increase with the increasing of n, i.e.

ar+t / Kn+7 ) o)n / Kn. Ihe regions of the captured particles velocities must adjoin

for neighboring harmonics. The waves amplitudes are sfficiently enough for
nonlinear oscillator excitation and throwing it throughout the separatrix. In this
way, a new mechanism has been found of non-dffisive charged particles
acceleration by a package of electrostatic waves with small butfinite amplitude. A
procedure of parameters selection is formed for the sequence of harmonics in the
paclrnge that take part in the charged particle acceleration process. The effect
under consideration is of interest, particularly, for the problem of cosmic rays
generation and interpretation of origin mechanisms of accelerated particles flows
(of electrons and ions) that are observed in the space plasma.
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1. Problem formulation and basic equations
Let us consider a charge interaction having a mass m with a package

of electrostatic waves consisting (n+1) modes with frequencies a)n)wave
vectors r, and amplitude Er. Considering one-dimensional case, the

equation of the charged particle motion can be presented in the form:
N

ffixtt = qEo sin(rcox, - oot + tt/) *Z4rsin(rrx - @nt +Vn) (l)

where V, is the wave phase, on = co(rcn) is determined by the dispersion

equation. We assume that charge velocity x, is close to the phase velocity

ato lKo in the initial moment of time. For the numerical study it is suitable

to pass over a counting system that moves with velocity of ao I rco and to
introduce dimensionless time

*=?, *!, t=a)non6nt, An =En / Eo
ko ko'

onontin = (QkoEo I *)t'', qn = k, I ko, ononrin = (koon - knoo) I koa)non1i,

(2)
where @nontin is bounce-frequency of the oscillations that have been

captured in the potential well. Varying the initial counting point of time we
can make thal tyon. As a result, substituting (2) into Eq.(1) we obtain
finally

d2v

;i+siny-}ro,sin(q,y-Q,r+Y,)=f(y,r) (3)

Equation (3) describes the nonlinear oscillator motion in the
potential well U,(y) = (1-cosy) when interacting with the force f (y,r).
If f -- 0, the oscillator energy preserves, t =0.5y? +U(y), and 0 <t <2,

ly"l.Z corresponds to the particle that has been captured in the well

-/r<y<rr The spectrum E,(k,) that is considered to be given

determines the wave amplitudes.
Below, a mechanism of charged particle interaction with waves

package will be considered as follows. At the first stage, the force

ft = Atsin(qry - C),r + y,) swings the oscillator in the potential well Liofu)
on the basis of the resonance of the second order, when Q, x 2. The later

causes a transition throughout the separatrix E = 2. Further on, the charge is
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captured by the wave Ersin(q,x -of +W). lt the second stage, the force

-fr= Arsin(qry-Qrr+tyr) accelerates the charge due to the resonance of
the second order at the frequency C)r. The charge makes a transition
throughout the separatrix into the potential well U, that is created by a

wave moving with a phase velocity ,f) = ,r l kr. There upon a capture by

the wave 2 occurs (the wave 2 moves with phase velocity of a, I kr), and so

on, up to the phase velocity of v[") = aN lk, . Thus, we conside r a package

in which the phase velocity v$*) increases when the number n increases

while the charged particle acceleration by velocity is

Lr, =(ar lk*)-(tr,to). In the case of electronic Lengmuir's waves in
the plasma without magnetic field, the dispersion equation has the form:

o'(k) = a'o"(l+3k'r]), where ao" is the electron Lengmuir's frequency,

ro =(11*"r'o")t'' is the Debay radius. Hence, for the elementary

Lengmuir waves the phase velocity increases when the vector k decreases.
Taking into account this circumstance, further on we carr, e.g., assume that
k* = ko +nLk, where Lk =@* -k)l n <0. Then, QN:l+nLq,
Lq:(q*-0rr.

As we have already mentioned above, in the mechanism of charge
acceleration under consideration the charge energy increasing is due: i) to
the growing of its oscillations in the potential well (/" on the account of
second order resonance with the mode (N+l), ii) to the transition throughout
the separatrix and iii) to the capture into the potential well f/"*, . Further on
the process repeats. For securing the process to be uninterrupted and cyclic
it is necessary to have mating of the particles velocities intervals that are
captured by neighbouring modes n and n+l.The necessary condition could
be obtained by the way as follows. Let e, are some numbers from the
interval (0,1), i.e. 01t, < 1. The particle that has been captured in the
potential well of the mode n, when crossing the separatrix in the well (J^

will have a velocity (n, t n,)+z(,1,1 n,)t''. This velocity should

correspond to the particle velocity that has been captured by the (n+1) mode

(Q,*r l q,*r)-2en*r(An*, / n,*r)t''. Hence, when choosing the mode

parameters it is necessary to have in mind the condition of the mating of the
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captured charges velocities intervals,

(n,, ,,)+z(,1,1 u,)''" (o,*, r q,*r)-2e,*r(A,*r r n,*r)''' (4)

Evon, for exciting the particles oscillations by (n+1) mode -
particles that has been captured into a potential well (J, - it is necessary to
ensure a second - order resonance. i.e. to satisfu the condition

o,*r - n,T<2JqA
at the frequency of the (n+1) mode in a system of coordinates that moves
with phase velocity Cl,l q, and also at the bounce - frequency of particles
oscillations captured in the potential weII U,.

Besides the conditions (4) and (5) let determine the amplitttde A,
choice. First of all we notiff that usually the amplitudes E(/r) change
considerably at Lk - k for an sufficiently wide wave spectrum. In the case
under consideration Ln - I is connected with a lower change of the wave
vector Lk << k.That is why A, could be regarded to be a slowly changing

functions of the mode number n, i.e. lU,*,- A^l<<1,41. o"p.nding on the

conditions of wave package generation, An could decrease as well as

increase when increasing n. Here we will study the case of An decreasing

when increasing n. The rate of A, decreasing is determined by the number
of modes that take part in the charged particles acceleration as the minimum
A" will not ensure yet enough exciting of the nonlinear oscillator in the
condition ofthe second order resonance.

The last question left is the choice of the mode phases Y, . Below,
they have been chosen by an experimental way from the interval (-n,r) .

But we should notice that, accordingly to the calculations made for each
mode n,there exist several subintervals of favorable phase Y, thal further
charges acceleration.

2. Numerical study of charge acceleration by wave packages
In the course of numerical study of Eq.(3), the starting point was the

consideration of the influence on the oscillator y(r) with two modes n : I
and n : 2 having parameters as follows:
At=0.8, q, =0.85, C)r =1.87, Yr=n14, {2rlqrx2.2
Az=0.6, qr=0.65, Qz :3.08, Yr:n12, Qrlq, x4.738

(6)

The initial conditions for the oscillator v have been taken to be

(5)
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y(0): y(0) = 0. The calculations have showed that the mode I, exciting
the oscillator due to the second order resonance, throws it away from the
potential well Uo. We have an analTrtical approximation for the average

position (y(r)) in the time period r < 380 presented in the form:

(y(r))=722+2.2(r-342). This corresponds to the capture of the particle

by the mode 1, i.e. into the potential well U, (y,c). Further on, the particle
is captured by the mode 2 and the averaged by the fast oscillations charge
position is described by an approximation as follows:
(y(r)) = 703.25 + 4.7384(r - 3s6), where r e (380,1700) .

Taking into account the dispersion, in the onset of the mentioned
interval by r it *ar l{l(") - < y(c) tl 

= 
O.a while by the end r - 1700 the

oscillation amplitude in the potential well (J, was decreased down to the

tevel l("r,- < / >l <0.26 .

Afterwards, taking into account the mode 3, the Eq.(3) became to be
char actedzed with parameters

A.=0.5, qr=0.55, O: =3.855, Y, =23n180, {2r1qrx7.009.
Parameters (6) have been used for the modes I and 2. The calculations have
confirmed the acceleration scenario presented above: gaining energy in the
potential wells [/, ,Ut,U2, thereafter charge is captured by the mode 3. For
r > 936 its average position can be determined by an approximation as

follows: (y(r))=2026.23+7.009(r-947). At r>1274 the amplitude of
frequency deviation in the potential well, created by the mode 3, is not
large: lj(d- < y(r) tla O.S. The diagrampresented in Fig. I illustrates the

charge position y(z) when acting with three modes having parameters

indicated above and at the interval r <2600. The character of charge
oscillations after its caption by the mode 3 is shown in Fig 2. The phase

plane (y,p), where p = #,is 
presented in Fig. 3 for the interval t <200

and in the Fig .4 - for the end of the calculations interval r .(1100,2000) .

The method of wave parameters selection that has been described
above convincingly demonstrates the possibility of increasing of the mode
number that take part in the process of charged particles acceleration and
furthers increasing of accelerated charges energy. In the following paper we
intend to analyze a non-diffusive acceleration by apackage of ten modes.
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3. Conclusion
The results of the analysis presented can be summarized as follows. A

mechanism has been proposed of 4on-diffusive charged particles
acceleration with a package of electrostatic waves. The mechanism is
caused by a process of growing oscillatiQns of the particle that has been
captured into the potential well. The latter is due to the second order
resonance at the neighbor mode that has a larger phase velocity with a
transition throughout the separatrix, and particle capturing by another wave.
The process described repeats cyclicly so hs the consequence ofresonance
interactions to correspond to the ever incrgasing waves phase velocities. A
method is formulated of selecting paramgters of the wave sequence that
realizes the acceleration mechanism described above. Supporting numerical
calculations have been made. The developed method for analysis allows
adding by a simple enough way new modes to the rest and in this way -
increasing the charged particles energy. For the mechanism under
consideration the nonlinearity of dispersiotr equation at(n) is of a principle
importance.
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HEAT,TOy3I4OHEH MEXAHI,T3bM HA yCKOPflBAHE
HA 3APEAEHI4 IIACTI,IIII4 IIOA AEfrCTBI,IE HA

EJIEKTPOCTATI,IqEH BbJIHOB IIAKE T

Bnaduuup,[auzoe, Hurconail Epoxuu, H. 3ontuuxoea, Ifnaueu Tpeuuee

PesroMe

Pasrne4an e HoB MexaHI{3bM sa uegu(py3l{oHHo ycKoptBaHe Ha

3apeAeHlr qacrr,rqu or [aKer eJreKTpocrartrqnu BIJIHI{, o6ycnoren or
nsauruo4eficrBlrero BbrHa-qacrlrla rrplr pe3oHaHc or BTop]r peA,

cborBercrBarrl Ha rre6yxganero Ha nenunefinll ocqr,rJrarop or BbHIrrHa

cvra. C qr{cJreHr{ flpecMrraufifl e rroKa3aHo, qe B rrpoqeca Ha

pe3oHaHcnoro B3afiMo,qeficrsrre ce iloryqaBa rlpexBbprrtHe Ha

ycKoprBaHaTa s.acTvrrla oT eAHa TIoTeHIIHaJIHa tMa B APYfa, ABI,IXeqa
ce c no-roJrrMa cKopocr. flopeilril\ara or raKI,IBa rlpexBbpJrtHl,It flpe3
ceilaparpkrcara AolplrHacr 3a ycKoptBaHero Ha sapflI'fiTe c
MHoroKparHo yBerilqeHfie Ha rsxnara KI{HerI,IqHa eHeprut. Tosu
MexaHr{3bM 3a ycKoptBaHe Ha 3apeAeHLITe rIacTI,Iq[ ce peaJll,I3vpa npv
lr3rrbJrHeHr{e Ha cJreAHr{Te ycnoBl,Ifl. Aro 3aptAbr e rlprrxBaHar B

TIoTeHIIIIaJIHATA flM.A HA n - HaTa XapMoHUtIHa oT BbJrHoBng. rraKer c
qecrora an, Br.IrlaoB BeKTop Kn kr aurrJrrry4a En, cJreABa Aa ce pealil4gvpa
pe3oHaHc or BTop[ peA c (n+ 1) -sa xapMoHutlHa. @agosara cKopocr Ha

xapMoHurrnara atrlk, cJreABa Aa la.apacrBa c yBeJruqeHl,Iero Ha lr, T.e.

a)na1/Kna1 )alrlkn. 3a cbceAHI{Te xapMoH[tIHI{ o6xsarute Ha

cropocruTe Ha rrpr{xBaHar}rre qacrur\n rpr'6ya qacruqHo Ia ce

lperroKpr{Bar. Aruunnry,qr,rre Ha BbJrHure cJreABa Aa ca,qocrarbqHu sa

nrs6yx4ane Ha ocrluJraropa u rrpexBbpJltHe Ha 3ape,qeHara qacrulla [pe3
ceilaparpucara. flo4po6uo e ofrlrcaH To3I,I HoB MexaHHgbM Ha

ne4u(pysuoHuo ycKop.f,BaHe Ha saps.Arr or flaKerlr eJleKTpocraruv.ukr
BbJrHr{ c MaJrKa, no rpafina aMrrn}rryAa. Ooprrayuupana e lpoqeAypa 3a

or6op Ha rrapaMerplrre 3a peAlrqara or xapMoHutIHI,I B IraKera,

) racrBarrlu [p]r ycroprBaHero Ha 3apeAeHHTe qacrullu. [aaeuutr e(perr
rrpeAcraBJrflBa rrHTepec, B qacrHocr, rrpu peruaBane Ha npo6neua sa

reHepaqr{rTa Ha KocM}rqecKr,r Jrbqrr u [pu l4HTep[peTa\rLflTa Ha

MexaHlrsMHTe Ha upor,r3xoA Ha frorolln ycKopeHLI rlacr]rq[ (enerrponu ra

fionn), na6nrcAanaHr,r B KocM[qecKara rrJra3Ma.
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